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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a metering receptacle with an elongate hollow body which at one

end comprises a closable exit opening and which at the other end is closable by way of a plastic

plunger stopper which is accommodated in the hollow body in a longitudinally displaceable manner

by way of a plunger rod.

Metering receptacles of this type are used in numerous application fields with a different

specific design; for example for medical purposes (pharmaceutics and diagnostics) or for cosmetic

applications as syringes with a syringe cylinder as a hollow body, or as plunger burettes in chemical

analysis or as a dispenser.

Of particular importance with this are the prefilled disposable syringes, also called ready

syringes or the prefilled disposable plunger burettes. Ready syringes of glass are for example known

from DIN ISO 11040-4. Ready syringes of plastic are e.g. described in DE 44 38 360 Al. Prefilled

disposable burettes are the subject-matter of DE 196 52 780.

With these prefilled ready syringes or plunger burettes it is necessary to incorporate a

sliding layer onto the inside of the hollow body of the metering receptacle, in particular of the

syringe body in order for the application to achieve sufficiently low friction forces on displacing

the elastomer plunger. Only thus is a sufficiently fine-touch metering of the contents of the

metering receptacle possible.

The incorporation of such sliding layers may be effected in various ways, as this is for

example described mdetail in DE 197 53 766.9 Al. With glass syringes this is typically achieved

by depositing and burning^si|icon emulsions at over 300 C, as is described in the article R.D.



Anand, "Die Pharmazeutiache Industrie" (The Pharmaceutical Industry) 54 No. 1, 1992, pages 69

- 73, "Spritzampullen: Ein Vergleich in Zusammensetzung, Verarbeitung and Gebrauch

vorgefuellter Spritzen" (Syringe ampullas: a comparison in composition, processing and use of

prefilled syringes).

Sliding layers may likewise be deposited according to EP 0 202 915 Bl likewise with

ionizing plasmas, wherein likewise silicon oil in the form of polydialkyl siloxane is used.

Furthermore, according to EP 0 338 671 B 1 well sliding elastomer plungers may be

manufactured \fohen the elastomer plunger is coated with a special foil material and has suitable

dimensions. Although the use of special coating materials for elastomer plungers is specifically

basically possible ayway of largely avoiding silicon as a lubricant, however the manufacture of

corresponding plungeV stoppers is very expensive and significantly limits the geometric choice.

The use of sliding films based on silicon oil however has grave disadvantages, in particular

with the use of the metering receptacle for medical purposes, in particular as a prefilled disposable

syringe. Thus there may easily occur an interaction of the content substances, of the medicament

with the silicon oil layer and with this essential active ingredients may be adsorbed by the silicon

layer. Furthermore, a detaching of silicon oil droplets and/or flakes during the storage of the medi-

cament may easily occur. Such problems are e.g. dicussed by V. Langlade and L. Caburet in

"CURRENT ISSUES IN PACKAGING OF COMMON DILUENTS IN PREFILLED SYRINGES"

PDA Fourth International Congress, Exhibition & Workshops Proceedings, page 153 - page 165,

19-23 February 1996.

Similiarly with ^refilled plunger burettes there may occur disadvantageous interactions

between the contents of th<M)urette and the silicon layer.



^cj^By way of DE 3S&83 985 T 2 there is known a syringe for medical purposes which has good

sliding properties of the plunger in the syringe body and requires no silicon sliding layer.

With the known syringe the elastomer plunger at the location at which it slides on the inner

wall of the syringe cylinder has a fluoroplastic plastic layer with a low dynamic friction coefficient

and a thickness of approx. 5 m which is deposited by the method of low-temperature plasma

polymerization.

A Disregarding the expensive manufacture of such a plunger stopper, the known silicon-free

syringe has the disadvantage that the coating material is very expensive and to a very limited degree

is compatible to medication and capable of sterilization. Furthermore the micro-sealedness is not

sufficiently given since the\naterial comprises pores and is also not flexible enough, i.e. may not

conform sufficiently sealingly cm the inner wall of the syringe body.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The oliject of the present invention is to design the above described metering receptacle,

with an elongate hollow body which at one end comprises a closable exit opening and which at the

other end is closable by way of a plastic plunger stopper which is accommodated in the hollow

body in a longitudinally displaceable by way of a plunger rod, such that a silicon sliding layer on

the inner side of theyelongate hollow body is not necessary without there being a restriction in the

functioning by way ck the plunger stopper or this having to be expensively manufactured.

The Solution to this object is achieved according to the invention in that the plunger stopper

is designed two-piece, with a sealing stopper part of plastic which is positionable rigidly in the

elongate hollow\>ody and comprises a centric bore for the passage of the plunger rod, and with a

longitudinally displaceable plunger part of lubricious plastic which is connected to the plunger rod.

According to two alternative embodiments of the invention at the same time the plunger may

be connected to the plunger rod as one piece or be releasably connected to this in particular by way

of a screw connection. The last variant has advantages with regard the transport of the prefilled

metering receptacle, since the elongate plunger rod need only be attached directly before the

application of the receptacle contents.

y/^, For inĉ §i^ the lubricity between the plunger rod and the stopper part in its centric bore

in one embodiment offche invention on the outer circumference of the plunger rod there is provided

a sliding layer, preferablyVsilicon layer. This sliding layer permits a fine-touch metering on

application and by way of the seafoqg effect of the plunger part with respect to the inner wall of the

elongate hollow body however no lubribsmt may get into the inside of the elongate hollow body.



Alternatively to this, the metering receptacle may also be designed such that the plunger rod

consists of a self-lubricating plastic, preferably PTFE.

With such a design the working step of depositing the sliding layer may be done away with.

The plutger part consists, as the corresponding known plunger stopper, of a suitable

elastomeric plastk. The sealing function given to it, microbiologically as well as mechanically

(fluid-tight) is ensured in that the stopper part on its outer circumference as well as in the centric

bore has peripheral sealing lips, preferably two or more sealing lips lying over one another.

</V In ol^er to keep the lubricant securely away from the inner wall of the hollow body which

lies in front df the plunger part and is in contact with the receptacle contents, and in order to

support the sealing function of the plunger part in the storage condition of the prefilled metering

creceptacle, according to a further embodiment of the invention the plunger part on the side

proximal to the stopper part comprises circumferential sealing lips.

In orcl^r to prevent on application, i.e. with the longitudinal displacement of the plunger

part, the formation of a vacuum in the space between the plunger part and the rigidly positioned

stopper part which is sealingly passed through by the plunger rod, on the plunger rod parallel to

the axis there is forn\ed a bleeding channel via which air may flow from the outside into the above

mentioned space.

A preferred application of the invention is given when the metering receptacle is designed

as a prefilled disposable receptacle, in particular as a ready syringe.

The various features of novelty which characterize the invention are pointed out with

particularity in the claims annexed to and forming a part of the disclosure. For a better

understanding of the invention, its operating advantages, and specific objects attained by its use,



reference should be had to the drawing and descriptive matter in which there are illustrated and

described preferred embodiments of the invention.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

There are shown in:

Fig. 1 in a longitudinal section, a cutout of a syringe for medical purposes with a special

representation of the plunger stopper according to the invention on the end of the syringe body on

the finger rest side; and

Fig. 2 an enlarged cutout of the longitudinal representation according to Fig. 1, which shows

the stopper according to the invention in more detail.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Figure 1 shows the rear part of a syringe cylinder 1 of a syringe for medical purposes,

preferably a ready syringe, wherein the syringe cylinder 1 may alternatively consist of glass or

plastic. At the end of the syringe cylinder 1 in the usual manner there is formed on a finger rest 2

which may also be a separate push part.

The end of the syringe cylinder 1 on the exit side, the syringe head, is designed in a

conventional manner, i.e. runs either into a Luer lock closable by way of a tip cap or has an

integrated injection needle, which may be covered by a needle cap of the usual type. Since this

syringe-head side formation of the syringe is not significant for the invention, it is not illustrated.

With the invention it is the case of the design of the plunger stopper which on the one hand

as a stopper must ensure the necessary sealing for the rearward closure of the syringe body and

which on the other hand with the application procedure as a plunger must ensure the necessary

transport of the contents of the syringe.

In contrast to the state of the art with a typical one-part elastomer plunger stopper which

must achieve both functions, the plunger stopper is formed two-part.

A The twotpart plunger stopper according to the invention firstly comprises a usual elastomer

stopper 3 which alter placing in the syringe cylinder 1 remains fixed in its position at the rearward

end of the syringe cylikier. By way of its usual peripheral labyrinth seals on the stopper outer side

and in its bore accommodating a plunger rod 4 it ensures the mechanical, i.e. liquid and

microbiological sealing with respect to the wall of the syringe cylinder and the plunger rod during

the storage of the syringe, i.e. it ehsures the stopper function.



The two-part plunger stopper according to the invention further comprises a circular-disk-

shaped plunger'part 5 which, as shown in Fig. 1, may be connected to the plunger rod 4 as one

piece or which, as shown in Figure 2, has a connection piece 5a for the usual releasable accom-

modation of the plunger rod 4.

/5^This plunder part 5 consists of a plastic with a high sliding property and a high

\J medicament-compatibility with sealing lips 5b towards the rigid elastomer stopper 3. This plunger

part 5 is therefore tfte movable part of the plunger stopper according to the invention which is in

contact with the medicament and on application ensures the transport of the contents of the syringe,

hi At the same time it ensures the necessary mechanical sealing during the application and supports

the microbiological sealing during the storage of the syringe, i.e. it ensures the plunger function.

On Application, as is shown dashed in Fig. 1, only the plunger part 5 is advanced in the

direction of thcksyringe head. So that a fine-touch application is possible, on the circumference of

the plunger rod 4Vhere is deposited a sliding layer, preferably a silicon layer with usual methods.

On account of the effect of the plunger part 5 which in as much is also sealing, this silicon layer

in no phase of the storage or application is in contact with the medicament so that a silicon-free

application is given.

^/Vln place\pf a lubricative silicon layer attached on the plunger rod, this plunger rod 4 may

also consist of sefclubricating material, e.g. PTFE.

£<^So thaWith the application, behind the plunger part there does not remain a vacuum, on

the plunger rod tlWe is formed a bleeding channel 6 via which the air may flow from the outside.

The ready syringe shown in the Figures 1 and 2 has the following advantages:
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during the storage and the application it is microbiologically and

mechanically sealed,

on account of the equalized adhesive and lubricative friction only very small

application forces are necessary which permits a fine-touch metering of the contents of the syringe,

due to the plunger stopper there is no impairment of the contents of the

syringe, and

no lubricant, in particular no silicon oil is in contact with the contents of the

syringe.

If then the ready syringe for medical applications represents a very preferred application of

the invention, also the application in other fields of use mentioned initially is possible, where

comparable advantages are given.

Thus, while there have been shown and described and pointed out fundamental novel features

of the present invention as applied to a preferred embodiment thereof, it will be understood that

various omissions and substitutions and changes in the form and details of the devices illustrated, and

in their operation, may be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the

present invention. For example, it is expressly intended that all combinations of those elements

and/or method steps which perform substantially the same function in substantially the same way to

achieve the same results are within the scope of the invention. Substitutions of elements from one

described embodiment to another are also fully intended and contemplated. It is also to be

understood that the drawings are not necessarily drawn to scale but that they are merely conceptual

in nature. It is the intention, therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the scope of the claims

appended hereto.
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